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I never thought two of the things I love to do can be done in a very convenient way. I'm talking about shopping while traveling. I recently discovered Philippine Airlines' Sky Boutique and the convenience of not just shopping while you're on board to your chosen destination but also even before your fly out. Awesome, right?

One thing I love about flying Philippine Airlines is that I get to shop at Sky Boutique. Aside from the inflight entertainment, I look forward to browsing through Sky Boutique's catalogue to calm down my nerves. Shopping in the sky is one way to ease my anxiety while traveling. And it's also very convenient for someone like me who loves to give pasalubong to friends and family.

Did you know that you can pre-order online? Yes! If you want to relax and sleep through your flight, you can go shopping 3 days prior through boutique.philippineairlines.com. You'll be required to enter pertinent details of your international flight. Browse, add to cart, and have it delivered. You'll conveniently get your items from a cabin crew through inflight delivery. Super convenient right?

I'll share more on how that's possible as you read along this article but first let me show you what I got.

---

**1. BVLGARI MAN WOOD ESSENCE**

@bulgari_parfums
#CITIZENOFNATURE

I think Duty Free is really known for spirits and cosmetics. Perfume being one of their best sellers, I got my husband a bottle particularly Bulgarian Men Wood Essence because he loves wearing perfume and I know this would be a perfect addition to his collection.

It has that distinct Bulgarian scent perfect for modern men. I love how the scent is unique yet isn't too overpowering. Great for daily use!

---

**2. LACOSTE TOTE**

@lacoste
#lacoste

I got a Lacoste bag which now serves as my everyday bag. I remember checking out the store but couldn't find this exact color and size. Thankfully it's available at the Sky Boutique. I remember having a Lacoste drawstring bag back in college. It survived some of my busiest days as a student carrying my notebooks, school projects and the like. I remember how sturdy it was and so I figured I'd get one to serve as my everyday bag. Now that I'm a mom, I need a bag that I can stuff my essentials without having to worry if it can withstand daily use. Which is why I got this Lacoste tote bag. I can easily carry it during school drop offs, while I run errands and even when I go to a meeting. Plus, I love the pop of color! The red instantly compliments my usual monochrome outfits.
One of the amazing finds I got at Sky Boutique is this aromatherapy set that lets me feel relaxed and revived (depending on which roller ball I use). Ever since I got this, it has been a staple in my bag especially when I travel. You see I’m a nervous flyer which means I get very anxious while up in the air.

Whether you’re a seasoned traveler or someone who has a full day at work, these roll-on oils can be very useful. As we all know, aromatherapy has a lot of benefits, it can relieve stress, can increase mental alertness, alleviate headaches, and even enhance the immune system. Aromatherapy Associates Revive Morning can help boost your energy level. Simply apply it on your pulse points (temples, wrists, neck) in the morning after you shower and when you’ve had a long day and you’re ready to rest, use Aromatherapy Associates Deep Relax to help you relax and de-stress. Again, just apply it on your pulse points (chest, inner elbow, ankles). I find it works on me after a long day running around like a headless chicken finishing errands, chores, blogging, and taking care of my little family.

Aromatherapy Associates
Relax & Revive on the Go
@aromatherapyassociates
#artoflivingwell

Nina Ricci Les Belles
De Nina Mini Trio Set
@ninaricciparfums
#BellesdeNina

Of course, I also got myself a set of Nina Ricci perfumes. These Les Belles de Nina EDT 20ml minis are perfect since I switch my perfumes depending on my mood and is a great size for travelling.

Mini Nina, Mini Luna and Mini Luna Blossom! They are fresh, light and definitely smell good! No matter what I choose, they all put me in a happy disposition after a spritz or two because of their fruity and floral notes.

Current perfume of choice: the Mini Nina.

4711 Acqua Colonia Set
@4711
#4711 #houseof4711 #acquacolonia

I found the Acqua Colonia Scent at Sky Boutique! This brought me so much memories during the time I grew up. I see it on my mom’s and aunties’ vanity and have always taken a whiff of its scent!

Did I mention that if you’re a Mabuhay Miles member, you get to earn points when you shop at Sky Boutique? Yes! Each item has corresponding miles. Aside from flying with Philippine Airlines, you also get to earn miles when you shop at boutique.philippineairlines.com.

So happy with my Sky Boutique finds! Not only do they offer fragrances and travel essential items, they also have a bunch of great finds from watches, accessories, health & beauty, as well as electronics. Enjoy a convenient and hassle-free way of shopping in the sky with Philippine Airlines Sky Boutique.

PAL Boutique is your one-stop shop for Philippine Airlines Exclusive merchandise. Duty-Free and travel necessities wherever you may be.

boutique.philippineairlines.com
High-End Indulgence

For all our passengers

Kate Spade New York Cameron Street Stormie
Now $168
U.P. $250 • Save $82

BVLGARI Seven-Fold Saghione Silk Tie (Sinhosso Silk Light Blue)
Now $219
U.P. $330 • Save $111

BVLGARI Woman Wallet 2 Folds Without Zip
Now $289
U.P. $440 • Save $151

BVLGARI Shawl with Floating Logo
Now $275
U.P. $422 • Save $147
Purchase-with Purchase Deals

Spend a minimum of US$78 (or more!) in a single receipt. One passenger per transaction. Available on selected flights only. While stocks last. Offer valid from 1st Oct – 31st Dec 2018.

TOSCOW SNOWFLAKE PENDANT $5

VALENTINO CORP FEMININE LIP BALM $1

JURLIQUE LAVENDER HAND CREAM 15ML $1
Gifting to our Passengers

BURBERRY WOMEN MINIATURE SET
NOW $45
U.P. $49
SAVE $4

JEAN PAUL GAULTIER CLASSIQUE MINIATURE SET
NOW $39
U.P. $51
SAVE $12

BURBERRY BRIT SHEER WOMEN EDT 50ML
NOW $55
U.P. $66
SAVE $11

GIVENCHY REVE D’ESCAPADE EDT 50ML
NOW $39
U.P. $53
SAVE $14

GIORGIO ARMANI AD GIOIA EAU Fraîche EDT 50ML SPRAY
NOW $49
U.P. $70
SAVE $21

LADUREE KEY RING PURPLE
NOW $29
U.P. $38
SAVE $9

ANNA SUI MINIATURES SET WITH POUCH
NOW $35
U.P. $45
SAVE $10

ANNA SUI
GUCCI BLOOM 50ML

Capturing the spirit of the contemporary, diverse and authentic women of Gucci, Bloom’s notes of natural tuberose and Jasmine create an unexpectedly rich white floral scent on the skin. Rangoon Creeper, a plant discovered in South India that changes color from white to pink and finally to red when it blooms, infuses a powdery, floral edge to the fragrance.

$106 WHILE STOCKS LAST

GUCCI FRAGRANCES MINIATURE SET

Gucci Bloom Eau de Parfum is a rich white floral scent created to unfold like its name. Intensely green and fresh, Gucci Bloom Acqua di Fiori celebrates the vitality of youth. Breaking with traditional female fragrance ingredients, Gucci Guilty Pour Femme is defined by a signature Fougere accord of geranium. Woody and floral, Gucci Bamboo is soft and intense at once.

This set contains:
• 5ml Gucci Bloom Eau de Parfum
• 5ml Gucci Guilty Pour Femme
• 5ml Gucci Bamboo Eau de Parfum

$63 AVAILABLE FROM EARLY NOV
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Fragrance Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>ISSEY MIYAKE</td>
<td>L'Eau D'Issey Pure Eau de Parfum Nectar 50ml</td>
<td>$84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>For this third opus, the fragrance is adorned with a sweet naturality. Dominique Ropion imagines here a juice in which sweetness comes from nature, flowers, fruits. The copper color associated with a zenithal light plunges us into a bright and blossoming nature. Brand Origin: France.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>ISSEY MIYAKE</td>
<td>L'Eau MAJEURE D'ISSEY Pure EDT 50ml</td>
<td>$60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>ISSEY MIYAKE</td>
<td>L'Eau D'ISSEY Miniatures Set</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In 1992, Issey Miyake imagines L'Eau d'Issey, the scent of water - the source of life - by creating a timeless yet modern fragrance. Brand Origin: France. This set contains 4x3.5ml miniatures:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PRADA CANDY GLOSS

THE NEW CANDY
Prada Candy Gloss is a new expression of the Prada woman, where femininity is excessive yet tender, and where indulgence is always sophisticated. Juicy, sparkling and intensely joyful; Prada Candy Gloss is a sensual sorbet, sweet as acid cherry and solar as the orange blossom. A fruity bouquet with hints of rose and musk. Brand Origin: Italy

06
PRADA CANDY GLOSS EDT 50ML

Prala キャンディ グロス オードトワレ50ML

Prada Candy Gloss is a new expression of the Prada woman, where femininity is excessive yet tender, and where indulgence is always sophisticated. Juicy, sparkling and intensely joyful; Prada Candy Gloss is a sensual sorbet, sweet as acid cherry and solar as the orange blossom. A fruity bouquet with hints of rose and musk. Brand Origin: Italy

$92

07
PRADA TROPICANDY SET

Prala トロピキャンディ セット

Discover Prada’s bestselling Candy fragrances in this travel exclusive set. It includes three individually boxed travel sprays: Prada Candy EDP 20ml, Prada Candy Florale EDT 20ml and Prada Candy Kiss EDP 20ml. Perfect for gifting. Brand Origin: Italy

$112

08
PRADA MINIATURE SET

Prala ミニチュアセット

Discover the Prada Parfums universe in this sophisticated travel exclusive miniature set, composed with 5 individually boxed miniatures: Prada Candy Florale EDT 7ml, Prada Candy Gloss EDT 7ml, Prada Candy EDP 7ml, La Femme Prada EDP 9ml, La Femme Prada L’Eau EDT 9ml. Perfect for gifting. Brand Origin: Italy

$70
AQVA POUR HOMME ATLANTIQVE is an addictive and masculine Eau de Toilette which captures the rhythmic intensity of the waves of the ocean. The fragrance explodes with powerful energy and refreshing crisp accents through its “Energizing Ocean accord”, while the unique “Sea Amber accord” fully transcribes the complexity of ambergris, giving the fragrance its magnetic character and leaving a velvety, sensual trail. Brand Origin: Italy

$71  JP, KR, CN, S. ASA, AUS, HK, TW, EU, NAMR
12 🌹

**BVLGARI**

**ROSE GOLDEA JEWEL CHARM EDP 25ML**

An Eau de Parfum born of the subtle alliance of the captivating Rose flower and the precious Gold. A spell-binding aura of Rose and white Musks, signed by Master-Perfumer Alberto Morillas, a unique olfactory creation generously set with natural ingredients of which the crown jewel is the Rose. Consecration of white musk and infused with rose from its olfactive signature to the blushing gold of its bottle, ROSE GOLDEA wholly expresses the seductiveness and fascination of Queen Cleopatra, the magnificent muse of the Jeweler-Perfumer. A bath of sensual white musk, precious Damask Rose Absolute and Jasmine from Egypt and the seductiveness and refinement of White Incense encased in delicately scented Sandalwood. ROSE GOLDEA is an adornment of female beauty that exalts the senses and anchors itself in memory. Brand Origin: Italy.

**DUTY FREE**

$61 *SAVE $6*

13 🌹

**BVLGARI**

**THE WOMEN'S GIFT COLLECTION 2018 (5x5ml)**

Part of BVLGARI Travel Collection, the Women’s Gift Collection includes the most prestigious 5ml miniatures of BVLGARI’s feminine portfolio: the sophisticated floral Omnia Amethyste, the radiant floral Omnia Crystalline and the new fresh and floral sparkling Omnia Pink Sapphire, in addition to the two latest seductive and luminous fragrances Goldea The Roman Night and Rose Goldea. Perfect as a unique offer or multiple small gifts, the exclusive to Travel Retail miniatures are individually packaged in boxes. Brand Origin: Italy

**DUTY FREE**

$66

14 🌹

**BVLGARI**

**THE JEWEL CHARMS COLLECTION 3X15ML**

Like three jewels, this Trio Charms offers floral scents in three tones inspired by the clarity and naturally pastel-colored precious Bulgari gems. Omnia Crystalline 15ml EDT is a floral-woody harmony composed around fresh bamboo notes, the Asian nashi fruit, and lotus blossom. Omnia Coral 15ml EDT is the newest lush and joyful fragrance that marries hibiscus flowers to juicy fruits, for a radiant aura. Omnia Amethyste 15 ml EDT combines the thousand scents of iris and roses gardens, caressed with morning dew. Brand Origin: Italy

$67 *WHILE STOCKS LAST*
CHLOÉ NOMADE 50ML

Nomade Eau de Parfum is the essence of a free-spirited and confident women, taking inspiration from her experiences and encounters throughout the world, to assert who she is. The intense mineral character of oakmoss is enveloped in the voluptuous softness of mirabelle plum. From this freshness emanates a bright floral note carried by freesia. Natural ingredients brought into focus by the perfumer Quentin Bisch, revealing accords as exhilarating as the feeling of escape they inspire. Brand Origin: France

$100

CHLOÉ MINIATURE SET

The perfect gift to indulge yourself or others. This deluxe coffret is a collection of the iconic Chloé fragrances in the perfect travel size: Love Story EDP (7.5ml), Chloé EDP (5ml), Fleur de Parfum EDT (5ml), Love Story Eau Sensuelle EDP (7.5ml). Individually packed. Brand Origin: France

$57
ck one summer captures the adventurous spirit of youth and translates it into a vibrant citrus, fruity scent. The scent evokes the feeling of a setting sun after a day of adventures through energetic and fresh notes of sparkling lime mojito, succulent guava, and crisp cedarwood. Discover the stickers in the outer pack to customize and personalize your ck one summer bottle! Bright. Energetic. Fresh.

Brand Origin: USA

The perfect gift to indulge yourself or others. Ideal for the sophisticated Calvin Klein woman. This deluxe coffret is a collection of Calvin Klein’s best-selling fragrances in the perfect travel size: ck one EDT 10ml, euphoria EDP 4ml, ck all EDT 0.34 10ml, Obsessed EDP 5ml, ETERNITY EDP 5ml. Individually packed.

Brand Origin: USA
19

NINA RICCI
L’EXTASE ROSE EXTASE EDT 50ML

The shudder of a rose allied to the skin’s magnetism, Rose Extase by Nina Ricci embraces women’s fleshly dreams. With a musky fruity floral scent, it resembles a skin-sensitive addiction, where natural roses embrace the signature of a sparkling raspberry pulp. Revealing a seductive trail of blond woods and textured amber wrapped in delicate vanilla musks. Brand Origin: France

$84

20

NINA RICCI
LES BELLES DE NINA TRIO SET

Try your luck with the Les Belles de Nina EDT trio set. Rediscover Nina the toffee apple, Luna the candied everlasting flower, and Luna Blossom the delicious pear in this individually boxed new limited edition set. A mini format to carry luck everywhere you go! Perfect for gifting. 3x20ml. Brand Origin: France

$80

21

CAROLINA HERRERA
MINIATURE SET

Carolina Herrera introduces an elegant miniature set and invites to explore its three main worlds of fragrances. This exclusive travel set contains 5 miniatures: CH EDT 8ml, CH Privée EDP 5ml, 212 VIP EDP 5ml, 212 VIP Rosé EDP 5ml, Good Girl EDP 7ml. Perfect for gifting. Brand Origin: USA

$65
DOLCE & GABBANA
light blue
22

DOLCE & GABBANA

DOLCE EDP 50ML

Feminine and fresh, Dolce embodies the delicate balance between timeless craftsmanship and innovation in the art of perfume composition. A signature centered around the unique and captivating White Amaryllis in full bloom, a scent that has never been captured before. Brand Origin: Italy

$97

DOLCE & GABBANA

DOLCE EDP 50ML

Feminine and fresh, Dolce embodies the delicate balance between timeless craftsmanship and innovation in the art of perfume composition. A signature centered around the unique and captivating White Amaryllis in full bloom, a scent that has never been captured before. Brand Origin: Italy

$97

DOLCE & GABBANA

LIGHT BLUE EDT 50ML

The joy of living the Light Blue Mediterranean life. This colourful, fresh, floral fruity Eau de Toilette reflects the sensuality of the Mediterranean lifestyle. Sicilian cedar combines with the freshness of the Green apple and the floral allure and spontaneity of the bluebell, the top note captures the essence of a sunny South Italian summer. Feminine and resolute: the freshness of bamboo softens with a feminine bouquet of jasmine and white rose. A timeless design inspired by the classic Dolce & Gabbana parfum, Light Blue shape is confident but always very feminine. Its light blue cap evokes the clear skies of the Mediterranean. The bottle itself is strong, reflecting today’s modern woman. Brand Origin: Italy

$79

DOLCE & GABBANA

2018 MINIATURES SET

This set contains:
1 x 4.5ml Light Blue EDT
1 x 4.5ml Light Blue Intense
1 x 5ml Dolce EDP
1 x 5ml The One EDP
1 x 7.5ml The One EDP

$60 WHILE STOCKS LAST
ACQUA COLONIA

BE INSPIRED BY NATURE

EAU DE COLOGNE

WWW.4711.COM

I AM REAL.

ORIGINAL EAU DE COLOGNE
SINCE 1792

WWW.4711.COM
4711 Original Eau de Cologne Splash 100ML

The exact composition of 4711 Original Eau de Cologne remains a closely guarded secret. Bergamot, lemon and orange provide a fresh top note and an unmistakably revitalizing experience. Lavender and rosemary have a relaxing effect and soothe the nerves. Precious neroli – extracted from bitter orange blossom – is calming and creates a positive mood. Brand Origin: Germany

$26
**FRAGRANCES**

27

**TOMMY HILFIGER**

COLOGNE SPRAY 100ML

Experience tommy, the refreshing and effervescent fragrance for men characterized by a warm, woody scent with crisp, clean, citrus notes. Brand Origin: USA

$39

28

**DKNY**

FRESH BLOSSOM EAU DE PARFUM SPRAY 100ML

A radiant fragrance that marries freshness, vibrancy, and femininity. A blend of sparkling grapefruit, cassis, and sunkissed apricot meets a blooming floral heart of sheer muguet and petally rose wrapped in luminous jasmine. A base of juicy apple, mingled with lingering blond woods and smooth skin accord, completes the irresistibly sensual experience of the essence. Brand Origin: USA

$39
DAVIDOFF
COOL WATER WOMAN DUO SET 2X30ML
A transparent floral. An icon among fragrances - Davidoff Cool Water Woman is the essence of freshness, sensuality and natural beauty. Born of water, nourished and delighted by the ocean and blessed by Mother Nature, the Cool Water Woman embodies the Venus goddess, beauty of the ocean. A daytime mermaid arising from the sea in a refreshing and invigorating splash of water. Fresh. Natural. Feminine. Brand Origin: Switzerland

$50

DAVIDOFF
COOL WATER EDT DUO 2X40ML
Davidoff Cool Water, one of the most iconic masculine fragrance, is an aromatic fresh fragrance. This unique scent is the essence of masculinity. Inspired by the strength and vitality of the ocean, it bursts to the surface in swells of peppermint and lavender, then moves out with force and intensity in notes of jasmine, oak moss, geranium and sandalwood, finally gliding into a long, warm, sensual flow of amber and musk. Intense freshness. Strength. Masculinity. Brand Origin: Switzerland

$50
VERSACE
MINIATURES COLLECTION 5X5ML

Versace Miniatures Collection latest, newest and best-selling feminine fragrances. Floral, fresh, light and aromatic scents evoking radiant and sensual essence for the passionate women: Eros Pour Femme EDP, Eros Pour Femme EDT, Crystal Noir EDT, Bright Crystal EDT, Yellow Diamond EDT. Brand Origin: Italy

$53 WHILE STOCKS LAST
33

ESTÉE LAUDER
PLEASURES EDP DUO 2X30ML
雅诗兰黛 欢沁淡香薰两支装 2X30毫升
에스티 로더 플레져 오드퍼퓸 스프레이 튜오 2X30ML
エスティ ローダー プレジャーズ オーデ パフューム スプレー デュオ 2X30ML
Double up on Estée Lauder pleasures. Now two 30ml EDP Sprays are together in one sensational Travel Exclusive Set. A wonderful way to discover the delightful new spirit in fragrance. Brand Origin: USA

$66

34

ESTÉE LAUDER
PURSE SPRAY COLLECTION
旅行喷雾香水套装
펄스 스프레이 컬렉션
パース スプレイ コレクション
A Travel Exclusive collection of your favorite purse sprays all in a sleek, black bag. From lush to fruity florals, there's a scent for every mood. Includes: Modern Muse, Beautiful, Pleasures, Pure White Linen and Modern Muse Le Rouge. Brand Origin: USA

$58
Get Your Watery Glow Going.

DOUBLE WEAR CUSHION

Go Double Wear or nothing!
Exclusive shades for Asian skintones.
SPF 50/PA ++++

ESTÉE LAUDER

estee lauder.com
35  
**ESTÉE LAUDER**

**TRAVEL IN COLOR**

Travel beautifully with this complete makeup palette for eyes, lips and cheeks. No matter where you are, get ready in a snap with the hottest shades at your side. Includes: Pure Color Envy EyeShadow and Blush, 4 Pure Color Envy Lipstick Pours, Sumptuous Knockout Mascara, Double Wear Eye Pencil, Mirror and Applicators, plus a sample of our newest innovation for eyes.

Brand Origin: USA

$59

36  
**ESTÉE LAUDER**

**DOUBLE WEAR CUSHION BB  ALL DAY WEAR LIQUID COMPACT SPF50 PA++++**

All-day wear. No touch-ups. Fresh, moisture-infused, flawless. Comfortable and so lightweight, it’s easy to build your custom coverage and keep a natural radiant look. Protects with high level SPF. In a new aspirational package design.

Shade: 1W2 sand. Brand Origin: USA

$51

37  
**ESTÉE LAUDER**

**NEW. PURE COLOR LOVE LIPSTICK TRIO**

This Travel Exclusive set features a trio of Pure Color Love Lipsticks in 430 Crazy Beautiful, 220 Shock & Awe and 300 Hot Streak. There are no rules in Love. Hot & sexy. Barely there. Crazy cool. Bold or classy. Multiple shades. Multiple textures. Mix, match, play around. There’s so many ways to Love. Perfect for gifting or keeping – all in a mini pouch. Brand Origin: USA

$73

**AVAILABLE FROM LATE OCT**
Happy everywhere you go.
A hint of citrus. A wealth of flowers.
A mix of emotions. Wear it and be happy.
Clinique Happy.

A hint of citrus, a wealth of flowers, a mix of emotions. It makes Clinique Happy one of the most winning fragrances ever. Double the happiness with this duo at a special travel value. Wear it and be happy. Allergy Tested. Brand Origin: USA

$33
RECEIVE A CLINIQUE TRAVEL CASE WITH PURCHASE OF ANY 2 CLINIQUE ITEMS. WHILE STOCKS LAST.

39
CLINIQUE
HAPPY FOR MEN 100ML
倩碧男士香氛 100毫升
크리니크 해피 포 맨 100ML
クリニーク ハッピーフォーメン 100ML

$39

40
CLINIQUE
LONG LAST GLOSSWEAR MINI 5-PACK SET
倩碧持久唇彩(5支装)
롱 라스트 글로스웨어 5종세트
ロングラスト グロスウェアー（5本セット）
Travel Exclusive: Your full lip gloss wardrobe, ready to go. Long Last Glosswear gives you 8 hours of lasting shine. Enjoy five deluxe travel sizes in Sweet Tooth, Happy Heart, Cupid's Bow, Love at First Sight, and Purple Crush. Allergy Tested. 100% Fragrance Free. Brand Origin: USA

$31
All-Around Facial & Eyes Sleeping Care
Overnight Face Purification, Eye Depuffing
Water Sleeping Mask & NEW Eye Sleeping Mask
41
LANEIGE
WATER SLEEPING MASK DUO SET (2X100ML)

The eye sleeping mask moisturizes, revitalizes, and brightens skin around the eyes by taking care of puffy eyes in the morning with the ceramic ball massage. Use at night, two to three times a week, before Water Sleeping Mask. Or use in the morning to relieve swelling. Wipe ceramic ball clean before storing. Brand Origin: Korea

$56

42
LANEIGE
EYE SLEEPING MASK 25ML

The eye sleeping mask moisturizes, revitalizes, and brightens skin around the eyes by taking care of puffy eyes in the morning with the ceramic ball massage. Use at night, two to three times a week, before Water Sleeping Mask. Or use in the morning to relieve swelling. Wipe ceramic ball clean before storing. Brand Origin: Korea

$27
LANEIGE
TWO TONE LIP BAR TRIPLE NO2/4/6 (3X2G)
兰芝 双色立体唇膏 No.2,4,6 三件套装 (3X2G)
투 톤 립바 트리오 (3X2G)
With this Lip bar, you can achieve popular Korean actresses' two tone lip colour with the skills of a makeup artist. This trio set is a duty free exclusive. Brand Origin: Korea

$54

LANEIGE
CUSHION_WHITENING SPF50+ PA+++ NO. 21C BEIGE (2X15G)
兰芝 亮白聚光气垫霜 No.21 C (2X15G)
BBクッション ホワイトニング No. 21C (クール) (2X15G)
Do you have uneven, dull skin or worry about blotchiness? This compact provides a long-lasting solution of whitening care and moisturisation so you can have bright, clear skin all day long. Brand Origin: Korea

$35
AROMATHERAPY ASSOCIATES
RELAX AND REVIVE ON-THE-GO (2X10ML)

Roll on to pulse points to enjoy a restful moment or give yourself an instant energy boost after your journey. A perfect treat for a loved one or for your travels. A handbag essential, enjoy a moment of comfort and ease at any time during the day. Blends: Deep Relax, Revive Morning. Brand Origin: UK

$57

AROMATHERAPY ASSOCIATES
ESSENTIAL TRAVEL OILS (4X7.5ML)

Essential Travel Oils ensures you to achieve your most desired mood and sensation. Whether you need a morning pick-me-up, getting into the party mood, supporting your natural defence system or a peaceful night's sleep. Treat yourself to this award-winning set to enhance your wellbeing on the go.

Brand Origin: UK

Blends:
Deep Relax, Revive Morning, Revive Evening, Support Lavender & Peppermint.

$57 SAVE $5

NEW!

RECEIVE AN AROMATHERAPY ASSOCIATES DE STRESS MUSCLE GEL 40ML WITH PURCHASE OF ANY 2 AROMATHERAPY ASSOCIATES ITEMS. WHILE STOCKS LAST.
YEANIMM
DOLL LASH EFFECT MASCARA & FIBER SET

This unique bee’s wax mascara moisturises and curls the natural lashes and holds the ultra light milk fibers in place. The Bee’s Wax are Waterproof & Smudge-proof, but easily removed with warm water. The lash fibers are made from 100% milk protein, and are remarkably soft and easily adheres to the tip of the natural lashes, to provide MAXIMUM and EXCEPTIONAL LENGTH, as good as eyelash extension. Guarantee no panda eye the morning after. Brand Origin: Korea

$42

SHADING CUSHION +
魔法发线纤维粉

Hold hair cushion in place
固定魔法发线纤维粉在头皮及頭髪上

$58

YEANIMM
HAIR CONCEALER KIT

Whether concealing the uncolored roots, parting or receding hairline, Yeannim hair concealer covers it all. Scalp-friendly fibers made from 100% soybean cover visible scalp skin, allowing hair to appear naturally thicker and fuller within seconds. Brand Origin: Korea
49

BY TERRY
GLOW-EXPERT DUO STICK N°2 TERRA ROSA
BY TERRY 亮彩专家二合一美妆棒
グロウ - エキスパート デュオ スティック

Blush - Bronzer - Highlighter, two-tone 3-in-1 hybrid stick inspired by the latest contouring and strobing techniques, with integrated blending brush. Enriched with glow-reflecting prisms and light-corrective micro-spheres, it enhances facial features for a natural healthy-looking result. Brand Origin: France

$39

50

MOROCCANOIL®
TRAVELER SET 25ML + 50ML
Moroccanoil 旅行套装25ML + 50ML
Moroccanoil 트래블러 세트 25ML + 50ML
Moroccanoil トラベラーセット 25ML + 50ML

Infused with antioxidant-rich argan oil and shine-boosting vitamins, Moroccanoil Treatment is the essential foundation for hairstyling that leaves hair smooth and nourished. This set includes one 25ml and one 50ml bottle of Moroccanoil Treatment. Brand Origin: Israel

$36

51

BEURER
IFC 50 FACIAL CLEANSING BRUSH
博雅 IFC 50 洁面仪
BEURER IFC 50 클렌징 장비
BEURER (バウアー) IFC 50 フェイシャル クレンジングブラシ

For daily facial care and cleansing, 4 times more thorough than cleaning by hand. Noticeably softer and more beautiful skin. Splash proof. Comes with 3 brush attachments and 2-level rotation. 3-years guarantee. Include 2 x 1.5V AAA batteries. Brand Origin: Germany

$39
**Bring you the lifestyle of city chic**

**DUO MATTE LIPSTICK & LIPGLOSS**

**BLOOP CC Cushion Pro Make Up Foundation + Refill**

Bloop CC Cushion not only offers you a full-coverage matte and flawless finish, but also breathability with its light texture and formula. Coming with an additional refill, your everyday make-up will glow from within with this as its base.

- **Brand Origin:** Australia

$28

**BLOOP Candy Lipstick Trio**

Bringing you the latest trends from the greatest cities worldwide, Bloop’s Candy Duo Lipstick offers all the stylish and sophisticated aspects of city lifestyle. This collection, Swanky, NewYork and temperature changing Eco-chic, radiate sexy, smart and modern vibes and versatility with three options: matte, casual gloss and glossy color.

- **Brand Origin:** Australia

$30
54

EGYPTIAN MAGIC
ALL PURPOSE SKIN CREAM 75ML

This all-purpose, 100% all-natural balm is made from six of nature’s most powerful and healing ingredients. Use as a facial moisturiser and eye cream, hair conditioner, lip balm, nail and cuticle conditioner, and to treat conditions like eczema, psoriasis and atopic dermatitis. Its formula also makes it perfect for helping to prevent stretch marks, fading scars and healing blemishes.

Brand Origin: USA

$35
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Sóley

SOLEY ORGANICS
GRAÆDIR ALL-PURPOSE HEALING OINTMENT 30ML

GRÆÐIR is an all-purpose organic healing cream free of any additives. This powerful ointment has consistently proved effective on various forms of eczema, on psoriasis, skin irritation, burn wounds, yeast infections, diaper rash, dry skin and minor wounds. GRÆÐIR contains a powerful blend of hand-picked wild Icelandic healing herbs following an old recipe that has been in Sóley’s family for generations. Award Product 2015 and 2016 in NOPA.

$38

56

ALPHA H
LIQUID GOLD 50ML

The multi-award winning ‘overnight facial’ from Alpha H transforms skin after just one use. This leave-on liquid peel contains naturally derived fruit acids to help revitalize tired, ageing skin, and lessen the appearance of fine lines, enlarged pores, blemishes, sun damage, pigmentation and scarring. Use every other night. Always use a daily moisturiser with an SPF of at least 15 when using a glycolic acid.

$35
REVLON SUPER LUSTROUS™ LIP STICKS - THE NUDE COLLECTION

The 3 shades we cannot live without for the perfect nude lip look. This new travel exclusive set has 3 of our bestselling Super Lustrous™ lipsticks all infused with mega-moisturizers for silky smooth, moisturizing color.

Brand Origin: USA

$24

REVLON ULTRA HD GEL LIPCOLOR™ BONUS PACK

For lips that standout and don’t dry out. Discover high definition, intensely-hydrating gel-color with Revlon Ultra HD Gel Lipcolor™. Ultra-hydration boost from advanced formula with hyaluronic acid. This perfect gift contains 5 vibrant, seductive shades and a ColorStay™ Eye Liner as a free gift. Shades - Desert, Vineyard, Coral, Rhubarb, Pink Cloud. Brand Origin: USA

$45

REVLON SUPER LUSTROUS™ LIPSTICK SUPER CUBE - THE COLLECTION

Get ready to fall in love again with the new lip cube! With new trendy shades and finishes, it has all the bestselling lipstick shades you must own. Each travel exclusive set comes with 9 full-sized Super Lustrous™ lipsticks infused with mega-moisturizers for silky smooth seductive looking lips. Shades: Lover’s Coral, Blushing Mauve, Champagne On Ice, Kissable Pink, Wild Orchid, Certainly Red, Rum Raisin, Softsilver Rose, Black Cherry. Brand Origin: USA

$54
VELD'S
EYE MAGIC ANTI-DARK CIRCLE 6.5ML
VELD'S EYE MAGIC 修护眼霜6.5 毫升
ベルズアイマジックアンチダークサークル 6.5ML
ヴェルズ アイマジック アンチダークサークル 6.5ML

Veld’s has created its first ‘all-in-one’ illuminating concealer that reduces dark circles and puffiness. Eye Magic combines, in a single formula, the most potent ingredients to diminish dark circles, and uses some of the best technology to illuminate your complexion as if with the wave of a magic wand.

Brand Origin: France

$55

VELD'S
EYE MAGIC ANTI-WRINKLE 15ML
VELD'S EYE MAGIC 抗皱眼霜15 毫升
ベルズアイマジックアンチリンクル 15ML
ヴェルズ アイマジックアンチリンクル15ML

Eye Magic Anti-wrinkle is Veld's first anti-wrinkle eye-contour care in a brush that allows firming, smoothing and refreshing of the upper eyelids and wrinkles between the eyebrows, as well as crow's feet, fine wrinkles, and sagging eyelids. Applied in a 'figure-eight' pattern, it provides a draining massage on the eye area. Brand Origin: France

$67

No. 1 in France

INSTANTLY YOUNGER-LOOKING EYES!

ILLUMINATOR BRUSH

- Vanish eye bags
- Hide dark circles
- Look fresh and younger
- Have a flawless skin
- Tighten pores
- Get rid of acne marks

ANTI-WRINKLE BRUSH

How to fight and reduce:
- Eyelids sagging
- Crows' feet
- Fine wrinkles on the lower and upper eyelids
- Wrinkles between the eyebrows

EYE MAGIC
ILLUMINATOR + ANTI-WRINKLE EYE CONTOUR BRUSHES

* The skin care product with the most sales at Nocibé (470 perfumeries in France) in 2014.
**DermaWand**
Reduces the Appearance of Fine Lines & Wrinkles

**LOOK YEARS YOUNGER**
A NON-INVASIVE SOLUTION
- Visibly Reduces Fine Lines and Wrinkles
- Tones and Tightens Saggy Skin
- Helps Reduce Enlarged Pores and Uneven Texture
- Reduces the Look of Puffy Eyes

3 minutes revitalizing treatment
CLINICALLY PROVEN to help reduce the visible signs of age
100,000 micropulses per second
Twice daily (morning and evening)

DermaWand employs the same radio frequency technology as the big radio frequency machines that medical specialists use, but at a lower frequency and amplitude, for safe everyday use at a fraction of the cost. Instant stimulation at 100,000 cycles per second, creating a massage effect. Massage helps improve circulation bringing oxygen and vital nutrients to your skin's surface. Combining thermal energy and oxygenation, the skin will look more youthful, toned and tightened, smoothing out the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles while reducing pore size. 1 year international warranty. Brand Origin: USA

$108

**LOOK AT THE REAL RESULTS**

To prove the DermaWand worked, Christina Boves used it on just one side of her face for 12 weeks. And the results were remarkable!

Christine Boves at age 43
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no!no!SKIN
PROFESSIONAL ACNE TREATMENT DEVICE

no!no! SKIN delivers what no other device, cream, or medication can offer – the power and precision of Light and Heat Energy (LHE®) technology. no!no! SKIN is a safe, pain-free and effective treatment, thanks to LHE® technology used by dermatologists around the world for years. Light reaches deep into the pore, starting a healing process that stops acne at its source, while heat gently opens the pore and soothes redness and inflammation. Clinically proven to show up to 81% improvement within 24 hours. no!no! SKIN, the ultimate emergency pimple care you can take anywhere! 1 year international warranty. Brand Origin: USA

$177
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no!no!PRO
HAIR REMOVAL ANTI-AGING SET

Get professional, long-lasting hair removal results without shaving, waxing or irritation. no!no! PRO uses patented Pulsed Thermicon™ technology that transmits heat to remove hair instantly, faster and easier than ever before. Achieve long-lasting hair removal results with no pain. Light and portable, no!no! PRO removes facial and body hair and suitable for both men and women, whatever your hair color or skin type. Comes with a red LED tip that provides light therapy, proven to reduce the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles. 1 year international guarantee. Brand Origin: USA
FOREO

LUNA™ play plus
THE TINY BUT MIGHTY T-SONIC™ FACIAL CLEANSING DEVICE
The revolutionary brush that brightens your smile and brings style to your bathroom, the ISSA™ play is the perfect introduction to FOREO’s oral-care line in a battery-powered model. Combining Sonic Pulse Technology with a unique hybrid brush head, it is strong on plaque and gentle on gums. 9,000 high-intensity pulsations per minute. Bacteria-resistant silicone design. Fully waterproof. 2 AAA batteries included. Size: 3x19x15.5cm. Brand Origin: Sweden

$52

The LUNA™ play plus has a larger surface area with softer and more advanced cleansing power. Notably, it also uses a replaceable AAA battery to allow for longer-term use. Discover what a cleansing routine should be with the next generation of LUNA™ play – LUNA™ play plus! 8,000 pulsations per minute. Replaceable AAA battery included. Fully waterproof. Size: 6.7x3.3x6cm. Brand Origin: Sweden

$52
The watches in the POTENZA collection highlight the distinguishing traits of Maserati cars design, which reproduce the lines of the dashboard gauges. This watch is featured with Maserati prestigious grille pattern – the icon of Maserati which definitely makes you standout from the crowd. 40mm diameter, black PVD case and blue PVD bezel, quartz movement. Water Resistant to 10 ATM, 2 years international guarantee. Brand Origin: Italy.
68

**EMPORIO ARMANI**

GENTS’ WATCH AND JEWELLERY (BRACELET)

Give him the gift of style with this sleek set. The contemporary Emporio Armani silver watch features a minimalist matte white dial accented with rose gold-tone indexes, date window and smooth brown leather strap. Water resistant to 5 ATM. The matching leather bracelet has a rose gold accent clasp with applied Armani logo. 2 years international guarantee. Brand Origin: Italy

$285 **SAVE $95**
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**SCUDERIA FERRARI**

REDREV T WATCH

Building on the strong performance of its predecessor, REDREV T features a continuous flow of new, deep honeycomb texturing. 3-hand model with 44mm stainless steel bezel, and a sporty black silicone strap. Water resistant to 3 ATM. 2 years international warranty. Brand Origin: Italy

$150

70

**LACOSTE**

LACOSTE 12.12

Lacoste 12.12 is inspired by the iconic poloshirt L.12.12 which René Lacoste created in 1933. The soft touch petit piqué is featured on the silicone case and strap. The iconic crocodile is highlighted at 3 o’clock. Comfortable and easy to wear, this watch will bring sporty elegance to your wrist. Water resistant to 3 ATM. 2 years international warranty. Brand Origin: France

$135
LACOSTE

Inspired by the famous Lacoste polo shirt, the Lacoste.12.12 timepiece for him is tipped to become the next wearable, colour-savvy icon. Sporty looks and high comfort levels are supported by attention to detail and performance. The sporting spirit wins again. 2 years international warranty. Brand Origin: France

$175
The Oslo family is the perfect complement to the BOSS Orange ‘casual’ family. The dial design is inspired by the silhouette of the famous Norwegian opera from afar. Made for the Nordic explorer, this timepiece will assist you at any time and provide you with an impeccable reliability. Water resistant to 5 ATM. 2 years international warranty.

Brand Origin: Germany

$129
### TIME BERLIN

**Camera Watch**

A high quality watch with integrated HD video, camera and microphone. The infra-red night vision HD surveillance lens allow you to shoot videos with sound, take photos or make audio recordings then download via the included USB cable to your PC or notebook. With 8 GB internal memory. The tough stainless steel watch case is plated ionically in titanium carbide and has a sporty calf leather strap. Splashproof. 2 years manufacturer warranty. Brand Origin: Germany

**Price:** $149

### HENRY LONDON

**Knightsbridge Watch**

In tribute to Henry’s original watch and with an approach that emphasizes watchmaking heritage, the Knightsbridge 41mm chronograph wristwatch features a midnight blue dial, stainless steel case and finished with a double domed acrylic lens. In addition, a calendar window at 6 o’clock and three sub-dials for the chronograph and genuine leather strap. 2 year international warranty. Brand Origin: UK

**Price:** $99

### ACCURIST

**Men’s Classic Watch**

Designed to show off your individual style, this Accurist watch fuses timeless style with modern design. This handsome watch features a rose gold plated stainless steel case with a black dial and date display. Fastened with a soft black leather strap, this timepiece will add sophistication to all of your looks. Supplied with a 2-year guarantee. Brand Origin: UK

**Price:** $119
76
SEKONDA
GENTS’ ANALOGUE SPORTS WATCH

This digital analogue gents’ sports chronograph watch is brought to you by Sekonda. It boasts a dark gray dial with digital functions including a 1/100 second chronograph count down timer, 5 alarms, dual time and calendar and is water resistant to 100 meters. 2 years manufacturer warranty. Brand Origin: UK

$69

77
SEKONDA
GENTS’ MULTI-FUNCTION WATCH

This gents’ multi-function watch is brought to you by Sekonda. It features a round case and is complemented by a blue plated ion top ring with blue dial, batons, a day, date and 24 hour read-out. Finished with a stainless steel bracelet and water resistant to 50 metres. 2 years guarantee. Brand Origin: UK

$89
Iconic and cool, this sport watch features a durable navy thermoplastic case with a navy silicone strap embossed with "HILFIGER", designed for both style and comfort. Dual time movement dial is highlighted by a red, white & blue signature Tommy Hilfiger flag and logo. Water resistant to 5 ATM. 2 years international warranty. Brand Origin: USA

$109
VERSUS VERSACE
FIRE ISLAND WATCH

VERSUS VERSACE FIRE ISLAND 腕表
베르수스 베르사체 파이어 아일랜드 워치

Soft and lightweight, this timepiece is made from silicone and is inspired by the lively and urban style that represents Versus Versace's Signature. The strap and integrated case cover features 3D lion heads and studs, while the spaces between the indices are filled with the letters spelling out the brand's name. It comes with a special coordinated pouch with the logo and raised lion head. Water resistant to 5 ATM. 2 years international warranty. Brand Origin: Italy

$81 SAVE $35

GUESS
LADIES' WATCH

GUESS 女士腕表
GUESS 여성용 손목시계
GUESS レディースウォッチ

Sporty and sleek are key elements for this cool piece. Alluring in the signature combination of rose gold tone & blue silicone, this smooth 38mm case features the iconic logo dial and is finished with a sleek silicone strap. 1 year international warranty. Brand Origin: USA

$73 WHILE STOCKS LAST

MONTINE
GENTS' WATCH, PEN & WALLET SET

MONTINE 男士手表、钢笔、钱包套装
몬데인 남성 시계, 펜 & 지갑 세트
MONTINE 紳士腕時計・ペン・財布セット

Stylish and classic gents' watch with round dial, white face, Roman numerals and brown leather strap. Three hand quartz movement. The set is completed with a brown PU/leather wallet and handy pen. Water resistant to 3 ATM, 2 years manufacturer guarantee. Brand Origin: UK

$59
**Cesare – an Adventurer and a Legend!**

The Explorer Dr. Cesare Battaglini made an impressive long distance scooter trip in 1956 to 1959. He traversed every continent and set a new world record as he covered a total of 160,000 kilometres on a Lambretta 150D scooter that had been specially prepared at a laboratory in Milan.

*The Lambretta Cesare watch* is a modern interpretation of a classic 50’s gents watch. Something that Cesare would have worn on his amazing journeys.

---

**LAMBRETTA CESARE 42 BLACK INTERCHANGEABLE STRAP KIT**

Stylish 2-in-1 watch with a classic look. A modern interpretation of a classic gents' watch with a slim elegant shape and simmering sunray dial. With the smart quick-release pins you can easily change between the classic black and the stylish cognac leather straps. 42mm case, Genuine Leather Straps, Water resistant to 3 ATM. 2 years international warranty. Brand Origin: Italy

$105
The Manhattan collection is a classic yet contemporary collection of timepieces inspired by the uniqueness of New York City. This stylish timepiece features a contemporary Gunmetal finish, stainless steel case back & fully self-adjustable mesh bracelet band. Water resistant to 3 ATM. The embossed rich black alligator style strap which is included, is easily interchangeable, allowing you to accessorize with any outfit. 2 years international warranty. Brand Origin: USA

$49
### BEVERLY HILLS POLO CLUB
#### LADIES’ AND GENTS’ WATCH SET

Stylish Beverly Hills Polo Club gents’ and ladies’ matching watch set. Understated design with rose gold plated cases, white rectangular dials and complemented with brown leather straps. Great value for money and a perfect gift or self-purchase. Comes with a two year international warranty and in a compact gift box. Water resistant to 1 ATM. Brand Origin: USA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Depth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ladies</td>
<td>27mm</td>
<td>10mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gents</td>
<td>23mm</td>
<td>10mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Price:** $99

### SEKONDA
#### LADIES’ ROSE GOLD PLATED GIFT SET

This stunning ladies’ gift set is brought to you from Sekonda. The impressive watch has a rose gold plated two tone stone set case and bracelet with a rose sunray dial and batons. The matching pendant, bracelet and earrings make this set the perfect gift or self-purchase suitable for any occasion. 2 years manufacturer warranty. Brand Origin: UK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Depth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ladies’ Watch</td>
<td>37mm</td>
<td>24mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladies’ Pendant</td>
<td>12mm</td>
<td>6mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Earrings | 24mm | |}

**Price:** $129

### LAMBRETTA
#### BRACELET BRAIDED DUO

Stylish and trendy Lambretta bracelets in braided genuine leather, one in black and one in cognac brown. Stainless steel clasp in elegant chrome or with an exclusive gold plating. 2 years international warranty. Brand Origin: Italy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Depth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ladies’ Watch</td>
<td>31mm</td>
<td>10mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gents’ Watch</td>
<td>27mm</td>
<td>10mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Price:** $59
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PAUL HEWITT
ANCHOR BRACELET PHREP IP BLACK

Perfect for sophisticated trendsetters, this maritime PHREP bracelet is a timeless classic masterpiece. A true incarnation of our Northern German elegance and simplicity. The strap is made of black bonded leather and the black anchor of stainless steel. A match made in heaven! Brand Origin: Germany

$58

88

PAUL HEWITT
ANCHOR BRACELET PHREP IP ROSE GOLD GREY

Perfect for sophisticated trendsetters, this maritime PHREP bracelet is a timeless classic masterpiece. A true incarnation of our Northern German elegance and simplicity. The strap is made of grey bonded leather and the rose gold anchor of stainless steel. A match made in heaven! Brand Origin: Germany

$58
FURLA GIADA WATCH

Furla Giada collection features an extremely thin case with 34 mm diameter and pinky indexes at 3 and 9. The timepieces will come with 2 complimentary straps: rose and blue in order to enable who is wearing to customize it in accordance with everyday mood and look. Water resistance to 3 ATM. 2 years international warranty. Brand Origin: Italy

$109
This statement piece is brought to you from the Seksy Rocks® Collection. Featuring a rose gold plated case with a black stone set dial. The strap is set with crystal fine rocks by Swarovski® and has self-adjusting links. Guaranteed for two years.

NEW!
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SEKSY WRIST WEAR BY SEKONDA LADIES' FASHION WATCH
SEKSY WRIST WEAR BY SEKONDA 女士时装手表
SEKSY WRIST WEAR BY SEKONDA 여성 패션 시계
SEKSY WRIST WEAR BY SEKONDA レディースファッションウォッチ

This statement piece is brought to you from the Seksy Rocks® Collection. Featuring a rose gold plated case with a black stone set dial. The strap is set with crystal fine rocks by Swarovski® and has self-adjusting links. Guaranteed for two years. Brand Origin: UK

$129
91
JOWISSA
FACET STRASS
佐薇莎
The crystal of this Facet Strass watch is cut and polished to imitate the vivid sparkle and light reflections of a diamond. Crafted by hand from high quality materials following high Swiss watchmaking standards, this Jowissa timepiece in royal blue qualifies as an elegant companion in your life. Two-year international warranty. Water resistant to 3 ATM. Brand Origin: Switzerland

$219

92
FIERRO
DEMI ROSE GOLD WATCH AND NECKLACE SET
FIERRO DEMI 玫瑰金手链和项链
Track time gorgeously with this beautiful rose gold plated watch with brown sun-brushed dial featuring bold emblem, luminescent hands and index hour markers, 3 ATM water resistant with Japanese quartz movement. Complemented with a unique triple cross crystal pendant, a glimmering token of faith plated in rose gold. See it to believe it. Presented in an elegant tan and white FIERRO gift box. 
Chain Length: 42cm with 5cm extension. 1 year manufacturer guarantee. 
Brand Origin: United Arab Emirates

$89

93
FIERRO
AGATHA 18K GOLD PLATED JEWELRY SET
FIERRO AGATHA 18K 假黄金首饰套装
Celebrate your important life’s milestones with grand class with this 18K gold plated jewelry set composed of a gorgeous bangle, a pair of splendid earrings and a stunning pendant, all adorned with sparkling champagne and clear crystals. 
Presented in an elegant tan and white FIERRO gift box. Chain Length: 45cm with 5cm extension. 1 year manufacturer guarantee. 
Brand Origin: United Arab Emirates

$69
ANNE KLEIN
BLACK CERAMIC WATCH

This sleek modern alternative to the classic diamond watch features a black, all ceramic link bracelet paired with a simple gold-tone case. The bracelet has a self-adjusting link to aid fit. A genuine diamond shines against the glossy black dial. (Case size: 33mm. Case thickness: 8mm) 2 years manufacturer guarantee. Brand Origin: USA

$110
WOMEN’S GIFT SET

Combining a beautiful rose gold timepiece with a matching pendant and stud earrings, this gift set promises to be a stylish gift. The watch features a mother-of-pearl dial with stones set as indicators, alongside a matching mesh bracelet. The rose-gold and stone combination is matched by the accompanying pendant and earrings, and the whole ensemble is presented in a charming display case.

2 years manufacturer guarantee. Brand Origin: UK

$149
ELLEN TRACY

ROSE GOLD TONE CRYSTAL BEZEL WATCH & BANGLE SET

The Glam Collection is perfect for those who want to sparkle. The bezel on this rose gold watch is encrusted with crystals, the stunning rose gold sunray dial is overlaid with classic roman numerals & crystal set hour markers, providing the dial with a classic but stylish finish. This elegant timepiece comes complete with a matching stylish crystal set open hinge bangle, the perfect combined accessory. 2 years international warranty. Brand Origin: USA

$49
BRING BACK SOMETHING SPECIAL

Find the perfect gift for a loved one, or a special treat for yourself. Shop onboard today.
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PANDORA
SPARKLING ALLURE BRACELET SET
PANDORA醉人复古手链套装
パンドラ スパークリング アリュール ブレスレット セット
This classic sterling silver PANDORA charm bracelet is updated with a barrel clasp encrusted with sparkling cubic zirconia stones. It is fitted with two angular sterling silver spacers featuring a single line of sparkling cubic zirconia stones and a sculptural shaped sterling silver vintage allure openwork charm with cubic zirconia. Length: 18cm. Brand Origin: Denmark

$263

98

PANDORA
I LOVE TO TRAVEL TRIPLE CHARM SET
PANDORA 我爱旅行吊饰套装
판도라 아이 러브 트래블 트리플 참 세트
Bring back all of those idyllic memories from traveling around the world. This charm set features a sterling silver airplane ready to jet off; the exclusive “I Love to Travel” suitcase with a red enamel heart and a finely engraved sterling silver passport dangle. Capture those unforgettable moments with PANDORA. Brand Origin: Denmark

$125
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PANDORA
MULTI-COLOUR LOVE CHARM SET
PANDORA 多色爱情魅力套装
다색 사랑의 매력 세트
マルチカラーラブチャームセット
Make a statement with this vibrant, hand-finished charm set in sterling silver. It features a charm decorated with rows of multi-coloured mother of pearl and a three-dimensional charm spelling out the word ‘love’. Brand Origin: Denmark

$143
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PANDORA
VINTAGE SKY NECKLACE SET

Make a stellar style statement with this elegant necklace set. Hand-finished in sterling silver, it features a 45 cm necklace chain and a celestial-inspired dangle charm with a striking 'I love you to the moon and back' script.
Brand Origin: Denmark

$110

101
PANDORA
OCEAN HEART CHARM SET

Dive into style with this water-inspired set of charms, hand-finished in sterling silver. The heart-shaped charm is set with tonal blue stones, and the rippling effect of the ball-shaped charm is created with pale blue crystal.
Brand Origin: Denmark

$135

102
PANDORA
LOVE MAKES A FAMILY CHARM SET

Treasure your family with this hand-finished charm set. Crafted in sterling silver, it features an exquisite Murano glass charm and a heart dangle with a 'Love makes a family' script.
Brand Origin: Denmark

$98
104
OLIVER WEBER
SET CLASS GOLD EMBELLISHED WITH SWAROVSKI CRYSTALS
Charming and elegant, the luscious white pearls and the hand-set Swarovski crystals combine together in flawless perfection. Designed to underline your natural beauty, the 18 karat gold-plated set will add a sophisticated glow to any outfit.
1 year manufacturer guarantee. Brand Origin: Austria
$75

NEW!

103
OLIVER WEBER
SET REACH VINTAGE ROSE EMBELLISHED WITH SWAROVSKI CRYSTALS
A look that is easy to create and will still work day and night. Vintage Rose always fits and makes an endless array of combinations possible. Set with unique Swarovski crystals, these pieces of jewelry are the highlight of every outfit.
1 year manufacturer guarantee. Brand Origin: Austria
$115
Create a truly unique look with the new Heart4Heart Sweetheart bracelet by Folli Follie. The classic black braiding with its easy magnetic closing, is decorated with rose gold plated charms to add a touch of flair to any outfit. Length approx. 38.5cm. Brand Origin: Greece

$65
This new watch from the Folli Follie Cyclos Collection is an inspiring timepiece for fashion forward women. The timeless design features stylish fashion details in rose gold plating. Combined with the red leather strap, it provides a dynamic statement for anyone who wears it. Brand Origin: Greece

$195

The Touch necklace by Folli Follie, features a simple yet elegant triple ring pendant paved with crystal stones. The rose gold plated chain can be adjusted to ensure the necklace adds the perfect "Touch" to your mood. Brand Origin: Greece

$90

This exclusive Saffiano wallet by Folli Follie is available in scarlet red and features the Folli Follie logo in rose gold plated stainless steel. The interior has compartments for banknotes, coins, business & credit cards. Brand Origin: Greece

$85
109
THOMAS SABO
TURQUOISE BRACELET
THOMAS SABO 绿松石手链
THOMAS SABO 터키석 팔찌
This bracelet design made of pearls of imitation turquoise with size-adjustable clasp brings maritime flair to your wrist. Special highlight is the engraved bead in the center with detailed “great blessing” symbol, which shall bring the wearer fortune. Adjustable length: 14.50 – 18.50 cm. 1 year manufacturer guarantee.
Brand Origin: Germany
$85 WHILE STOCKS LAST
Exclusive to PAL Among Airlines

110
THOMAS SABO
CHARM BRACELET GLOBETROTTER
THOMAS SABO 遨游世界吊坠手链
Travel the world and make your memories last with the Globetrotter Charm Bracelet. Adorned by an airplane (Size 1.9 cm) and a blue-enameled globe (Size: 11 cm) made of 925 Sterling Silver, the bracelet crafted from white cultured freshwater pearls is a classic on every journey. Up to 3 charm pendants can be attached to the bracelet. Length of bracelet: 16.5 cm, stretchable. 1 year manufacturer guarantee.
Brand Origin: Germany
$145 WHILE STOCKS LAST
Exclusive to PAL Among Airlines
**CHOCOMOON CRYSTAL WATCH**

Mysterious, sparkling moon crystals ensure glamorous moments. Thin and elegant mock leather strap harmonizes perfectly with the gold plated dial. Be a trendsetter and wear the watch at any occasion. Waterproof up to 3 ATM. Total strap length: 24cm. 1 year manufacturer guarantee. Brand Origin: Finland

**DIANNA LEATHER BRACELET & EARRINGS SET**

This beautiful matching Bracelet and duo stud set combines a stunning leather bracelet featuring a highly polished rose gold cuff, stylishly enhanced with a pave set snowball and a cool 1 carat solitaire charm. This stunning bracelet is complimented with a delightful duo set of matching earrings which includes a pair of hand set pave snowballs and a pair of cool 1 carat solitaires. All plated with real 18k rose gold. 12-month international warranty, gift box included. Brand Origin: UK

**LOVE X INFINITY PUZZLE PENDANT & BRACELET DUO PACK**

This Duo Pack consists of a pendant with delicate Puzzle Charms presented on a card with the message ‘Just to say...We were made to be together’ and a matching bracelet presented on a card with the message ‘Just to say...You make my world complete. Included in the Pack are 2 luxury giftbags. The perfect gifts or keepsakes for someone special. 1 year international warranty. Brand Origin: UK
114

PICA LÉLA
"ZODIAC DOG" 18K WHITE PLATED NECKLACE WITH CRYSTALS

The Chinese Zodiac Sign of dog will be the auspicious symbol that is believed to bring you fortune. Pica LéLa offers this cute and dainty necklace featuring clear crystals and red enamel ribbon. Extend your blessings for your loved ones in the Year of Dog! 5 years international warranty. Length of chain: Adjustable 50 - 55cm. Brand Origin: Australia

$98

115

BUCKLEY LONDON
PORTOBELLO DOUBLE ROW TRIO BRACELETS

Inspired by the treasure trove of beautiful pieces found in London’s Portobello market, this shimmering trio of metallic bracelets with double row crystal accents is the perfect way to highlight any outfit. The set includes gold, rose gold and silver tone bracelets each finished with a friendship bracelet style toggle fastening, making them the ideal fit for any wrist size. The perfect choice for mixing, matching and stacking. Length: Adjustable: 41-45cm. 2 years international warranty. Brand Origin: UK

$49

116

BUCKLEY LONDON
8 PIECES ROSE GOLD EARRING SET

This pretty earring set is the perfect way to mix up your look every day of the week! Featuring 8 fun styles in rose gold tone with accents of shimmering crystals and smooth pearl, allowing you to effortlessly take your look from day to night. Earrings suitable for pierced ears only. 2-year International Warranty. Brand Origin: UK

$30
Hello Kitty dresses up for spring in a cute ladybug costume. She sparkles in Black Diamond and clear crystal with printed black whiskers. Her playful bow, hearts, and ladybug outfit shine in vibrant Light Siam crystal. An ideal gift for Hello Kitty fans. Brand Origin: Austria

Price: $101  SAVE $44  WHILE STOCKS LAST

Clip Alexandre de Paris adorned with a Tenderly bow and a border. A gold plated Vendôme clip Alexandre de Paris and adorned with two lines of Swarovski® crystal. Handmade in France. Brand Origin: France

Price: $99  SAVE $55  WHILE STOCKS LAST

This fantastic, modern necklace is a real eye-catcher! Brand Origin: Austria

Price: $99  SAVE $46  WHILE STOCKS LAST

Clip Alexandre de Paris adorned with a Tenderly bow and a border. A gold plated Vendôme clip Alexandre de Paris and adorned with two lines of Swarovski® crystal. Handmade in France. Brand Origin: France

Price: $39  SAVE $23  WHILE STOCKS LAST
This women’s handbag emphasizes the Lacoste identity with its famous “petit-piqué” effect. The size and red/blue colors of the bag, created exclusively for onboard sale, are the unique characteristics which make it a must-have. Its leather handles add elegance and a sophisticated touch to the bag whose material is resistant and washable. Size: 24x14x35cm. Brand Origin: France.

$105  $105 WHILE STOCKS LAST

NEW!

This women’s handbag emphasizes the Lacoste identity with its famous “petit-piqué” effect. The size and red/blue colors of the bag, created exclusively for onboard sale, are the unique characteristics which make it a must-have. Its leather handles add elegance and a sophisticated touch to the bag whose material is resistant and washable. Size: 24x14x35cm. Brand Origin: France.

$105  $105 WHILE STOCKS LAST

NEW!

The Furla Boheme mini crossbody in calfskin is organized into a zip closure and one internal pocket. The fixed and length-adjustable shoulder-strap in leather allows this pouch to be carried as a crossbody bag or over the shoulder. It contains two smaller zip pouches in contrast colour. Brand Origin: Italy.

$165  SAVE $90 WHILE STOCKS LAST

NEW!

Currently one of the most iconic sunglass models in the world, Ray-Ban Aviator Classic sunglasses were originally designed for U.S. aviators in 1937. Aviator Classic sunglasses are a timeless model that combines great aviator styling with exceptional quality, performance and comfort. Brand Origin: USA.

$134  $134 WHILE STOCKS LAST

NEW!
Montblanc
StarWalker Midnight Black
and Hugh Jackman

Crafted for New Heights
With its clear-cut design, the StarWalker Midnight Black is the expression of a contemporary urban lifestyle. The black precious resin body, its ruthenium-plated fittings and the floating Montblanc emblem in the transparent cap-top create the refined appearance you would expect of a Montblanc product. Visit and shop at Montblanc.com
MONTBLANC
STARWALKER MIDNIGHT BLACK BALLPOINT PEN
The ballpoint pen is made of black precious resin. The ruthenium-plated fittings and the Montblanc emblem, floating in the transparent cap top, enhance the innovative design of this writing instrument. 2 years international warranty. Brand Origin: Germany

$326

MONTBLANC
SET WITH STARWALKER PLATINUM BALLPOINT PEN AND WESTSIDE BUSINESS CARD HOLDER
The Star Walker Platinum Resin Ballpoint Pen reflects a unique and dynamic style. Black precious resin contrasting with a platinum-plated clip design and a floating Montblanc emblem provide a modern take on Montblanc’s values - creating a timeless design for tomorrow’s world. Exclusively packed as a set with a Westside Business card holder to store several business or credit cards, made of European full-grain cowhide with a subtle imprint and fine rare finish, and with a ruthenium-coated Montblanc emblem. (Card holder size 7.5 x 11cm) 2 years international warranty. Brand Origin: Germany

$484 WHILE STOCKS LAST
127
MONTBLANC
MEISTERSTÜCK TRAVEL WALLET 13 CC WITH ZIP

Travel Wallet made of European full-grain cowhide with unique Montblanc deep shine and black jacquard lining with brand name. It features 13 pockets for credit cards, large pocket for flight ticket, zipped large pocket, 3 additional pockets, flap coin case and loop for one writing instrument. The famous Montblanc emblem is set in a palladium-coated ring on the cover. (Size 12 x 22 x 1.9cm).

2 years international warranty. Brand Origin: Germany

$500
Teisel coin wallet has four card slips and a coin pouch, accented by a duo of cash sleeves and 2 additional pockets, allowing you to carry multiple currencies at once. Brand Origin: Switzerland

The Bally Shiff belt effortlessly combines two style choices with the flip of the buckle, and a textured black leather surface contrasts with the smooth brown reverse. A polished metal buckle and subtle logo engraving reflect Bally's forward-thinking style. Brand Origin: Switzerland

This small cross body bag houses several compartments and card slips, making it ideal for busy days and evening adventures. Crafted from luxe calf leather in navy with Bally stripe detailing and lined with smooth leather, this bag, complete with detachable strap, is as versatile as it is durable. Brand Origin: Switzerland

Crafted from calf leather, the dusty pink Bally Salder is a modern women's card holder. Featuring a Bally stripe to the exterior and two exterior slips, with five slips to the interior with one acting as an ID-ready windowpane, the Salder is bound to keep your essential cards on hand in a flash. Brand Origin: Switzerland
CERRUTI 1881

GENTS’ WALLET & BRACELET SET

Two items one price - printed "caviar" calf leather credit cards wallet and one size fits all hardwearing personalized fastening bracelets. Brand Origin: Italy

$155

CERRUTI 1881

GENTS’ BELT GIFT SET

A pin and plate buckles combination gift set - plain double face and free size calf leather belt strap - personalized multi use nylon cover. Brand Origin: Italy

$155
136 PACSAFE
RFIDsafe™ TEC PASSPORT WALLET
RFIDsafe™ TEC 护照钱包
RFIDsafe™ TEC 여권 지갑
PACSsafe RFIDパスポートウォレット
Keep your wallet contents safe from unwanted scans. Using a special blocking material, Pacsafe RFIDsafe™ wallets protect against both accidental payments and intentional skimming. With a range of designs to suit any lifestyle, they also help organize your cards, cash and passport with easy-use function. Move through life confident that your personal information is safe. Brand Origin: Australia

$33   JP KR CH S.ASA AUS HK TW EU KAMR
The patented Secrid mechanism gives access to your most-used cards without opening your wallet. The aluminium core protects cards against bending and unwanted wireless communication. The Miniwallet fits every pocket and carries 10 cards as well as cash, business cards and receipts. Made in Holland and comes with a 3-year international warranty. 6.5X10.2X21cm.

$99
The new "CLICK & SLIDE" wallet is not much bigger than a credit card. With a touch of a finger up to 5 cards slide out automatically without opening your wallet. It protects all cards in the aluminium case against electronic data theft from NFC/RFID-chips and demagnetisation. The fold-out leather section of the wallet gives the added advantage that 'tap and go' metro access cards can also be used conveniently. Compact and very slim, it fits in any pocket and is ideal for everyday use. The envelope is made of finest Italian leather and offers space for additional cards, banknotes and coins. Brand Origin: Germany

This ultra-light, minimalistic and stylish Aluminium wallet protects cards, banknotes and documents against water, sand, demagnetisation and against electronic and contactless data theft from NFC/RFID-chips. The matt, satin-finished surface is created by a special handcrafted treatment. Compact, very slim and water resistant, this clever innovation from Germany is ideal for everyday use on your business trips, holidays, outdoor activities and sports. Brand Origin: Germany

$89

$50
I-CLIP
THE WALLET. DONE RIGHT.

ITS OWN DIMENSION IN LIFESTYLE AND COMFORT

ULTRALIGHT, very compact, for up to 12 cards + bills
BIG SELECTION WINDOW, EASY REMOVAL OF CARDS
LEADING IN EASINESS, OVERVIEW AND HANDLING

140
I-CLIP WALLET

Small, slim and lightweight. Barely larger than a credit card! I-CLIP can store up to 12 cards, bills and receipts. Compact design and high-quality leather! I-CLIP fits comfortably in any pocket. A must-have for any trip and an elegant gift.

32x6x27 cm. Brand Origin: Germany

$44
www.i-clip.com
141
ÖGON DESIGNS
RFID SAFE ALUMINIUM WALLET BLACK (V2)
ÖGON DESIGNS 铝制银包
ÖGON DESIGNS 알루미늄 지갑
ÖGON DESIGNS アルミウォレット

This light and strong wallet gives a super fast access and an optimum protection. For 10 cards and cash. Ideal for everyday use, business trips, holidays and outdoor activities. Water resistant. Metal lock. RFID Safe. Protection against demagnetization and electronic data theft. Lifetime warranty. 10.9x7.6x2.2cm. 84g. Brand Origin: France

$58

142
ÖGON DESIGNS
RFID SAFE ALUMINIUM WALLET QUILTED ROSEGOLD
ÖGON DESIGNS 安全防盗铝壳格纹钱包-玫瑰金色
ÖGON DESIGNS 안전 알루미늄 월트 지갑
ÖGON DESIGNS RFID 安全アルミニウムキルト財布

Elegant quilted wallet made in France. This light and strong wallet gives a super-fast access and an optimum protection. For 10 cards and cash. Ideal for everyday use, business trips, holidays and outdoor activities. Quick cards access. RFID Safe. Protection against demagnetization and electronic data theft. Lifetime warranty. 10.8x7.2x2 cm. 78g. Brand Origin: France

$48
143
MASTER LOCK
5900D SAFESPACE® PORTABLE PERSONAL SAFE

The Master Lock 5900D SafeSpace® Portable Personal Safe withstands abuse and is water resistant. The safe is ideal for campus, office, or travel use. The safe includes a cable to wrap securely around a fixed object. The Limited Lifetime Warranty provides peace of mind from a brand you can trust. Size: L:24.2xW:12.5xH:5.7cm. Brand Origin: USA

$34

144
AVIATOR
FOLDING SUNGLASSES

Aviator folding sunglasses. Black frames with smoke grey lens. The foldable frames and arms make these compact and easily fit into any pocket. Full UV protection. Supplied with a cleaning cloth and a velour travel pouch. 1 year manufacturer's warranty.

Size: 14.5x14x4.25cm; Folded size: 8x2.5x4.3cm. Brand Origin: Russia

$35

145
MYNANOTEK
LUGGAGE SCALE (WHITE)

The Mynanotek luggage scale is a slim, easy to use and ergonomically designed scale with a 33x33mm LCD Display. This white scale comes with batteries installed and is ready for immediate use. Usage is simple with an on/off button. Maximum weight up to 40 kg. Size: 15x3x4cm. 1 year manufacturer guarantee.

Brand Origin: Germany

$25
PHILIPS
PICOPIX PPX4350 CONNECTED POCKET PROJECTOR

This brilliant pocket-sized projector is the ultimate travel companion for people on-the-go. Simple to connect and project via HDMI, USB stick, micro SD card and 4GB internal memory, it has never been so easy to show videos, pictures and presentations. Better still, the Philips PicoPix PPX 4350 Explorer supports wireless screen mirroring. The Wi-Fi dongle (supplied) connects your iOS device to the PicoPix ScreenPlay function.

It is also Miracast compatible and works with most Android devices (4.2 upwards), laptops/PCs (Windows 8.1) and Windows phones (8.1) that support Miracast. A Bluetooth audio function connects the PicoPix to Bluetooth speakers so with its integrated media player, this pocket projector turns into a mobile cinema, no matter where you are.

Wireless connectivity: Wi-Fi dongle for wireless screen mirroring with iOS, Android and Windows devices plus Bluetooth audio function.

Excellent image quality: WavEngine with LED technology delivers crystal clear pictures in brilliant colours. Projects videos and images up to 60" (152 cm) in size.

Easy usability. Comprehensive connectivity includes: HDMI, USB, micro SD card, integrated media player & MHL for mobile devices like smartphones and tablets.

Travel exclusive Explorer Edition includes: Earphones, 3-in-1 card reader and safety SOS, flash and warning light function.

1 year international guarantee. Brand Origin: Netherlands

Specifications
- 50 Lumens
- WAV Engine
- Wireless Screen mirroring
- 640 X 360 Pixel
- 30,000 hrs
- LED
- Battery 2 hours
- 4GB
- Micro SD
- 1 Watt
- Screen size 60" (152 cm)
- Item size 97x54x17mm (3.81x2.1x0.7inch)
- Item weight 130g (4.6 oz)
- Bluetooth Audio
- Android/iOS/Window compatible

$429 WHILE STOCKS LAST

NAKAMICHI
MYRHYTHM TRUE WIRELESS EARPHONES NEP-TW2

Honoured with the Red Dot Award: Product Design 2017, these sweatproof wireless earphones offer fantastic design on weight, functions and charging capacity. Each earphone weighs 4g, with individual built-in microphones. Earphones can either be auto paired to produce stereo sound, or individually used for mono. Supports call receiving function as well as fast-forwards, rewind and playback functions for music; up to four hours talk time or 3.5 hours of music play time. A 500mAh power bank capacity fully charges earphones three times.

Six months manufacturer’s warranty. Colour: Silver (Earphone size:2.5x2.5x1.5cm; power dock size:3.2x8.1cm) Brand Origin: Japan

Features
- Earphone driver unit : 6mm dia
- Frequency response : 20Hz-20KHz
- Built-in battery : 60mAh (each side)
- Support Bluetooth 4.2
- Standby time : 40hours
- Charge time : 1.5hours
- Wireless range : 10m

$116 SAVE $11

DUTY FREE
EXCLUSIVE
WHILE STOCKS LAST
GIFTS & ACCESSORIES

JBL BY HARMAN

149

C16'S IN-EAR HEADPHONE WITH MICROPHONE

Robust sound in feather light package. Drawing on expertise learned from building some of the finest loudspeakers in the world, JBL engineers created lightweight, comfortable headphones that deliver signature JBL sound. The C16's 9mm drivers generate high sensitivity, extended frequency response and PureBass Performance that is deep and powerful. So you hear the truth from your favorite music. And because we know headphones, like the music they deliver, are an extension of your personal style, JBL C16's are made with quality materials, come with a carrying pouch for easy storage and 3 pairs of silicone sleeves for comfort and convenience. In addition, there's an in-line microphone that lets you manage your sound and calls without taking the headphones off. 1 year manufacturer warranty. Brand Origin: USA

$59

JBL GO PLUS

JBL GO +
The JBL GO+ streams music via Bluetooth® from smartphones and tablets and is powered by a rechargeable battery that delivers up to 5 hours of playtime. It is also equipped with a convenient noise-cancelling speakerphone, allowing you to pick up calls without turning your speaker off. And with a built-in strap-hook and optional carrying strap, your place in a world where style and audio go hand in hand will be secured. Brand Origin: USA

$39

150

ALLROUNDO

ALL-IN-ONE CHARGING AND DATA TRANSFER CABLE

allroundo® connects as the world's first all-in-one charging cable, all current devices on the market. The plug system offers six different connection possibilities. With an available USB-A or USB-C power source. Lightning, USB-C, Micro-USB adapter ensure convenient connections of all end devices and guarantee secure data transfer. With its compact size, the allroundo® is the perfect companion for travelling and everyday life. Brand Origin: Germany

$35
SMARTGO
POKEFI POCKET WIFI HOTSPOT (EXTRA BATTERY)

Enjoy high speed 4G/LTE Internet connection on the go. Patented virtual SIM technology frees you from changing SIM hassles. Preloaded 5GB data (without expiration), ready to use. Enjoy “pay as you go” top up plans either by daypass or usage. As low as US$3 per GB (US$0.0029/MB) or per day in flat rate covering 70+ countries. Share your online experiences with up to 8 devices. Simple browser based device management page.

Easy online top up by credit cards. Interchangeable battery design, up to 12 hours operation time. Included Micro USB cable for charging. 2 years manufacturer warranty. (small portable size: 110x68x10mm, weight: 144g). Special inflight duty free edition with ONE extra battery.

$149

ZIKKO
POWERBAG PRO 10000MAH

PowerBag Pro will change the way you use portable power and USB cables for your iPhone and Mac laptops. PowerBag Pro comes with an iPhone lightning charging cable that charges your iPhone and PowerBag Pro itself, you can also pull it out and connect your computer to transfer data. With the latest design for iPhone 8 / X fast input and output two-way USB C-PD interface, power surging reaches up to 42W, instantly fully charging the iPhone 8 / X, MacBook and iPad. The USB port also comes with a unique function. It is a USB data expansion port of MacBook laptop, connecting mobile storage disk, printer and other equipment. Micro-sand grain metal shell. Scratch-resistant and easy to heat dissipation. Plus high-density batteries volume adds to the exquisite of the PowerBag Pro. Zikko PowerBag Pro is the best charging tool for business travelers. 1 year manufacturer guarantee.

$125
GIFTS & ACCESSORIES

153
ZIKKO
SPACESTATION7 IOS MEMORY PEN (GREY 64G)
即刻空間站7號iOS存儲器(64G)
ZIKKO iOSメモリ スペース・ステーション (ゴールド64G)
This aluminium memory pen is authorised by Apple Inc and supports iOS 8.0 and above. Comes with 64GB TF card, multiple expansion iPhone storage feature enables you to customise storage space up to 256GB using a TF card. Also doubles as a fast charging Lightning cable. Manage your iOS device storage without the need of iTunes. Back up your iPhone contacts and copy, delete or move contents and download HD videos directly. Comes with a one-year manufacturer's guarantee. Size: 10x1.7x1.88cm

$89

154
ZIKKO
WORLDWIDE TRAVEL ADAPTOR 4 USB PORTS PRO
即刻全球通用旅行充電插座四USB輸出(高效能版本)
ZIKKO 글로벌 여행용 고성능 USB 충전어댑터 (4구형)
即刻 全世界通用 トラベルマルチアダプター 4USB（高性能バージョン）
Travel the World! Zikko Worldwide Travel Adaptor 4 USB Ports Pro works in over 150 countries, with 4 built-in plugs: UK, USA, Europe and Australia. Product features: Intelligent IC chip recognition, two 8A protective tube, stay 3 seconds when pass 3000V high voltage, over-current protection, over-load protection, manufactured with PC flame retardant material. Use the USB ports (total 5.0A output), and the universal outlet to charge up to 4 devices at once. The USB ports are compatible with 5V DC powered devices. Connect your laptop, camera, mobile phone and other travelling appliances to the universal outlet, up to 1350W at 220V AC or 660W at 110V AC. Size: 7x5.2x6.3cm. 1 year international warranty.

$43
PHILIP STEIN
SLEEP BRACELET

The Philip Stein Sleep Bracelet is an ultra-soft, lightweight sleep accessory embedded with our Natural Frequency Technology® and designed to help wearers improve their quality of sleep.

Company studies have shown that users reported benefits such as falling asleep faster, waking up more refreshed and experiencing a better quality sleep when using the Philip Stein Sleep Bracelet.

$320
This medically proven Kyutec bracelet "Easy Sleep" gently stimulates the acupuncture pressure points on your wrist with a micro-pulse wave in order to improve blood circulation. Wear it 1 hour before bedtime for at least 30 minutes per day and experience a high quality sleep! 2 years manufacturer guarantee.

Brand Origin: Germany

$129
Enjoy recording videos and taking photos - all with an easy one-button operation. The new elegant ballpoint pen from Kyutec with integrated camera and microphone takes pictures and records videos wherever you are. 8GB memory records up to 130 minutes of video. Simply unscrew the top cap to reveal a USB connection for transferring the data to your laptop or computer. It can also be used as a USB Stick or a usual pen! Enjoy a free gift with purchase - high quality LED torch - your James Bond set is ready to use! 2 years manufacturer guarantee. Brand Origin: Germany

$99

Gentle electric impulse massage pad helps to relief pain on applied areas. The pads are easy to use, safe and reliable. Apply for the full pain treatment for 20 minutes. You will feel the relief almost immediately. 2 years manufacturer guarantee. Brand Origin: Germany

$59

The Kyutec Radiation Blocker can reduce negative effects of electromagnetic radiation (EMR) by blocking 97.17% of electromagnetic fields. Powerful electromagnetics fields are emitted by using any electronic device such as cellphones, tablets and computers. Simply follow the instructions in the manual and stick it to your smart phone/laptop/computer/tablet. Sticker size: 4.7x2.4cm. Brand Origin: Germany

RECEIVE A KYUTEC RADIATION BLOCKER (WORTH US$ 28) WITH PURCHASE OF ANY 2 KYUTEC ITEMS, WHILE STOCKS LAST.

The Kyutec Radiation Blocker can reduce negative effects of electromagnetic radiation (EMR) by blocking 97.17% of electromagnetic fields. Powerful electromagnetics fields are emitted by using any electronic device such as cellphones, tablets and computers. Simply follow the instructions in the manual and stick it to your smart phone/laptop/computer/tablet. Sticker size: 4.7x2.4cm. Brand Origin: Germany
HEALTH & WELL-BEING

**ABTRONIC TX ELECTRO PAIN RELIEF PAD - DOUBLE PACK**

This pain relief pad combines innovative and modern design with TENS technology. It instantly relieves pain by releasing gentle electric impulses to effectively stimulate the affected area. A perfect treatment for back pain, joint pain and neuralgia. 1 year manufacturer guarantee. (Size: 11x10x1.3cm)

Brand Origin: Japan

SAFETY NOTE: This product should not be used by people with cardiac pacemaker, defibrillator or other implanted electronic or metallic devices. It should not be used by pregnant women, and during first six weeks after giving birth.

$95

---

**BREO iLook**

BREO iLook眼部按摩器
BREO iLook 눈마사지기
BREO アイルック

How often can your eyes take a rest a day? breo iLook relieves stress and strain of your eyes with specially designed smart air acupuncture, heat therapy and soothing sound. A suprisingly light weight of 318g and ultra portable folding design harmonized with soft fabric. Size: 7.6 x 20.8 x 10.6cm

$175

---

**ABTRONIC TX ELECTRO PAIN RELIEF PAD - DOUBLE PACK**

Ten intensity levels  Deep penetration  Double pack  Pain relief
BEURER BC 85 WRIST BLOOD PRESSURE MONITOR WITH BLUETOOTH FUNCTION
BEURER (バウアー) 手腕用電子血圧計 (ブルートウース機能付き)
Beurer presents an innovative networking between the blood pressure monitor and smartphone using data transfer via Bluetooth. Save data at “beurer HealthManager” app. Inflation technology for fast and convenient measurements. This device provides an XL display, 2 x 60 memory spaces and arrhythmia detection. Includes 1.5V AAA batteries. 3 years international guarantee. Size: 9.6 x 6.8 x 2.15cm 58g. Brand Origin: Germany

$95

BUDDYPHONES VOLUME LIMITING HEADPHONES FOR KIDS
BuddyPhones(バディーホン) 子音量限制耳机
Protect your kids hearing with BuddyPhones that feature 3-volume settings. BuddyPhones uses built-in, always-on sound control circuit to cap peak volume levels at 85 dB. Made from robust and flexible materials. Compact design fits in small handbags. Comes with built-in BuddyCable and microphone, audio splitter, inflight adaptor and a set of fun stickers. Brand Origin: HK

$39

FROZEN SET WITH ANALOG WATCH AND WALLET
ディズニー アナと雪の女王の 時計と 財布
Meet your friend Elsa from the famous Frozen Movie with this new Frozen Set. It includes an analon Kidswatch and a colorful wallet. The watch strap is adjustable to fit on every arm. Size watch: approx 21 cm. The perfect gift for every Frozen movie fan. Brand Origin: USA

$45
ROYAL SALUTE
SCOTCH WHISKY

The
ULTIMATE GIFT

164
ROYAL SALUTE
21 YEAR OLD SCOTCH WHISKY 700ML
皇家礼炮 21年 苏格兰威士忌 700毫升
로얄살루트 21년 스카치 위스키 700ML
ローヤルサルート 21年 スコッチ ウイスキー 700ML

The ultimate tribute. A prestigious and sumptuous blend of the finest and rarest whiskies from Scotland, has been aged for a minimum of 21 years in oak casks before the Master Blender created this work of art. Its newly streamlined shape gives it a timeless look, embraces prestige, power and grace. Bottles available in a random assortment of sapphire, ruby, and emerald. Brand Origin: Scotland

$135
165 **LIMITED EDITION**
MARTELL VSOP
LA FRENCH TOUCH 1L
Discover French Electronic Music with La French Touch by Martell VSOP. This Limited Edition Glow in the Dark bottle is designed by Cassius, a pioneer of French Touch music movement to celebrate the French Art De Vivre.
Brand Origin: France
$64 **WHILE STOCKS LAST**  **SAVE $16**
15% savings vs normal MVSOP

166
BALLANTINE'S
21 YEAR OLD SCOTCH WHISKY 700ML
The connoisseur’s blend of whisky, Ballantine’s 21 Year Old has supreme credentials. A sparkling gold color, floral nose and aromatic palate give it a delightful complexity. Discerning connoisseurs regard Ballantine’s 21 Year Old as the premium Scotch whisky. This sophisticated blend is a whisky to savor.
Brand Origin: Scotland
$128

167
ABSOLUT
VODKA 1L
Absolut Vodka, launched since 1979, is a Swedish vodka made exclusively from natural ingredients, and unlike some other vodkas, it doesn’t contain any added sugar. Absolut is as clean as vodka can be. Still, it has a certain taste: Rich, full-bodied and complex, yet smooth and mellow with a distinct character of grain, followed by a hint of dried fruit. Brand Origin: Sweden
$21
JOHNNIE WALKER®
BLACK LABEL™ SCOTCH WHISKY 1L

Johnnie Walker® Black Label™ is the No. 1 selling deluxe Blended Scotch Whisky in the world. Its complex layers of taste are created by blending more than 40 of the finest malt and grain whiskies. It is a masterpiece of blending craftsmanship. Brand Origin: Scotland

$42

JOHNNIE WALKER®
DOUBLE BLACK™ SCOTCH WHISKY 1L

Crafted for those who prefer a more intense taste, Johnnie Walker® Double Black™ is for whisky drinkers who appreciate a more distinct and sophisticated character. The intensity and smokiness is achieved by selecting a combination of the more powerful west coast malts that are naturally smoky and rich in character, with those matured in deep charred oak and harnessing them to create an exceptional result. Brand Origin: Scotland

$51
Kavalan Solist Oloroso Sherry Single Cask Strength

170

**KAVALAN**

**SOLIST Oloroso Sherry Single Cask Strength Single Malt Whisky 700ML**

Matured in top quality special edition Oloroso sherry casks, Kavalan Solist Oloroso Sherry (alcohol content 55%-59.9%) is bottled at the distillery, without any colouring or chill-filtration. It is a naturally smooth and rich whisky with a complex character. Clean and complex with multiple layers of dried fruit, nuttiness and spices, it has some marzipan and vanilla touches to it as well.

$94

**NEW!**

KAVALAN PODIUM SINGLE MALT WHISKY 50ML (PACKED INSIDE)

PLEASE DRINK RESPONSIBLY  www.kavalanwhisky.com
CAMUS BORDEAUX VSOP 700ML

CAMUS BORDEAUX VSOP is a captivating and lively single-estate Cognac in which floral and mineral notes blend to perfection with a hint of citrus freshness to delight the senses. Sublime just as is, neat, or on ice. New and not available in domestic China! Brand Origin: France

$63

CHIVAS REGAL

12 YEAR OLD 1L

Chivas Regal 12 Year Old is created from skillfully selected whiskies each aged for a minimum of 12 years. This honeyed flavor whisky of unsurpassed smoothness and quality is blended with high proportion of Strathisla malts.

Brand Origin: Scotland

$38
TANDUAY Asian Rum Gold is the expression of balance and flavor. It exudes an impressive play of taste - bitter and sweet blended in harmony. At first sip, Tanduay Asian Rum boasts with a medley of elegant flavors: almonds, prunes, sultanas, dried fruits, and island spices. Then the richness of vanilla and notes of new oak effortlessly win you over. A hint of toffee marks the finish, making you lust for more. Brand Origin: Philippines

$28

TANDUAY Asian Rum Silver captivates with pure taste and boldness. One sip and the sweetness of custard and coconut will linger on. But as you reach the body, the taste of tropical fruits and mild spices blend in. Then the rush of smooth vanilla and soft oak make a remarkable finish. Brand Origin: Philippines

$28

RUM BLOODY MARY

2 oz. Tanduay Rum Silver
3 oz Tomato juice
1/4 oz lemon juice
2 dash Worcestershire
Dash Tabasco
Cracked pepper
Celery salt
Horseradish (optional)
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GODIVA
CHOCOLATE PEARLS TRIO PACK
巧克力豆套装
고디바 초콜릿 펄 트리오 팩
ゴディバチョコレート パール トリオパック
GODIVA’s chocolate pearls are the jewels in the crown of stylish indulgence. For those who need a hit right there and then, simply pop a pearl and feel the delight of quality chocolate. Brand Origin: Belgium
$16

NEW!
176
BROOKSIDE
DARK CHOCOLATE BLUEBERRY & ACAI
蓝莓阿萨伊心黑巧克力
다크 초콜릿 아사이 앤 블루베리
ダークチョコレート アサイー&ブルーベリー
Discover exotic acai and bright blueberry flavors inside a smooth dark chocolate shell. Brand Origin: Canada
$9

FREE
RECEIVE A BROOKSIDE DARK CHOCOLATE PROMEGRANATE WITH PURCHASE OF 3 PACKS BROOKSIDE DARK CHOCOLATE BLUEBERRY & ACAI. WHILE STOCKS LAST.
177
GUYLIAN
CHOCOLATE SEA HORSES IN TIN 168G
The iconic Sea Horses of Guylian are marbled in white, milk and dark fine Belgian chocolate with 100% cocoa butter and filled with the unique signature hazelnut praline, still made following the recipe of the founder by roasting & caramelizing the hazelnuts. Fine chocolates in a stylish tin gift box. Brand Origin: Belgium

$21 WHILE STOCKS LAST

178
FERRERO ROCHER
T16 200G
Global leader in the Pralines Category with a strong brand equity. A multisensory taste experience combining the crunchy hazelnut, the creamy filling & crispy covering. A praline dressed in sparkling gold that brings glamour to any occasion.

$12

179
ANTHON BERG
THE GENEROUS BOX 300G (10.50 OZ.)
Anthon Berg Generous Box contains 300g of generosity. It comes in a Milk chocolate gift box. Each piece of delicious chocolate is accompanied by a sweet message. Look out for all 6 charming messages. Brand Origin: Denmark

$19 WHILE STOCKS LAST
PAL EXCLUSIVES
Shop from a wide range of our airline souvenirs and travel items to bring the Filipino Pride wherever you may be.

Check out more items at boutique.philippineairlines.com

180
PAL EXCLUSIVES
CROSS 4-STAR BALL POINT PEN
This PAL Exclusive ballpoint pen celebrates Philippine Airlines' 4-Star rating. The polished stainless steel body with laser engraved Philippine Airlines logo, and die-struck Skytrax emblem in the pen clip symbolize PAL’s historic 4-Star milestone.

$45

181
PAL EXCLUSIVES
4-STAR CAP
Celebrate the Filipino pride as PAL obtained 4-Stars Skytrax rating this year. This limited edition cap carries the 4-Stars seal and PAL logo at the back. This item is adjustable to fit any size.

$10
183
PAL EXCLUSIVES
A330 DIE CAST METAL AIRCRAFT MODEL 1:400
Dubbed as the most quiet aircraft, the A330 is one of the latest re-configured aircraft of Philippine Airlines. The now tri-class aircraft aims to provide the ultimate comfort to its passengers. This 1:400 scales replica is definitely a classic must-have.

$45
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PAL EXCLUSIVES
3D PUZZLE PLANE
This 3D puzzle airplane will keep you and your child occupied during your trips.

$15
This package is offered only in Philippine Airlines: SOLIS Global WIFI comes with a free 3 days unlimited internet upon purchase. Get the fastest 4G LTE mobile WiFi speeds worldwide with one-touch access to unlimited WiFi in over 120 countries - no SIMs needed! Connect up to 5 gadgets at once to keep your travel buddies online too!

Stay hydrated anywhere you go without the worry of bringing around a bulky water bottle. This collapsible tumbler is easy to store, light weight and perfect for exploring your favorite destination.
PAL EXCLUSIVES
PACKABLE GYM BAG 2018

Compact and lightweight, you can easily bring this packable gym bag when you travel. You can either check it in or use it as a hand carry to store your unexpected purchases.

$20

NEW

188

PAL EXCLUSIVES
TRAVEL ORGANIZER

The perfect travel companion as you trot the globe. It organizes and holds in place all your travel must-haves while you run after your next destination.

$10
Now you can surf longer while you fly when you avail our Wi-Fi upgrade plans at 50% off!

Upgrade now using your credit card or purchase a scratch card from our cabin crew.

$10 $5
1 hour or up to 35 MB

$40 $20
Full flight or up to 150 MB

*Available on select international flights.
TAKE YOUR BUSINESS TO GREATER HEIGHTS

1.2-million people living in the Philippines, the rest of Asia-Pacific, North America and the United Kingdom read Mabuhay every month when they fly with Philippine Airlines. Whether it’s an advertisement, an advertorial or a sponsored supplement, we’ll make sure our high-income readers remember your brand long after they’ve disembarked.

So you can sit back watch and watch your business take flight.

To collaborate with Mabuhay, email mabuhayads@ink-global.com or call +65 6324 2386
Pricing and Payment Policy

All prices provided are shown in US Dollars, but subject to change without prior notice. Retail prices reflect marked Domestic Retail Prices offered at authorized counters of the respective brands in the Philippines, at the point of publication. For your convenience, we accept major international credit cards from American Express, Visa, JCB and MasterCard for a minimum amount of US$10.00 up to a maximum amount of US$500.00. We also accept chip and pin cards and many major currencies. Please ask our cabin crew to confirm if we accept your currency of choice.

Product Images and Availability

Product images are for illustration and reference only. Some images are enlarged to show detail and may not reflect the actual size of the product. From time to time the contents or packaging may vary.

Although we make our best efforts to have all items on hand, some items may not be available due to popularity, your destination, aircraft storage limitations, or other restrictions. Our cabin crew will be happy to make an alternate gift suggestion in case we do not have your selection available on board.

Replacement Policy

We offer our customers a replacement service for inflight sales items with manufacturing defects, but will not accept replacement due to dissatisfaction with product effects, change of mind, taste, product preferences.

For a full list of items and for after sales inquiries regarding Philippine Airlines Sky Boutique:

Philippines
Email: inflight_sales@pal.com.ph
Phone: (632) 852 3808

International
Email: skyboutique@inflightsales.com

Kindly return defective items within thirty (30) days from the date of purchase. Items should be shipped to Inflight Sales, 3rd Floor, PAL Inflight Center, MIA road, corner Baltao street, Pasay City, Philippines. Please enclose a copy of your receipt, a note requesting a replacement along with your name and return address.

All other items must be returned unworn, unused and in the same condition as when purchased, together with the original packing, free of any damage or by purchase. We will not accept items that are altered, mishandled, misused or accidentally damaged.

PAL reserves the right to refuse replacement of items not in accordance with the terms of this replacement policy and PAL shall notify the purchaser and provide you with a sixty (60) days' time period to reclaim the item. Should you not claim the item in the time period provided, it will be disposed in accordance with company procedures. This replacement policy shall be subject to Philippine Customs regulations for all dutiable items.

Liquids, Aerosols and Gels (LAGs) Information

For passengers with immediate connecting flights, please be advised that any liquids, aerosols or gels purchased on board this flight must be placed inside your checked bag. Otherwise they will be confiscated during the security check prior to boarding your next flight.

Guidelines for Duty Free Import Allowance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTRY</th>
<th>AGE</th>
<th>SPIRITS</th>
<th>CIGARETTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUSTRALIA</td>
<td>18 yrs &amp; above</td>
<td>2.25 liters</td>
<td>25 cigarettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANADA- Alberta:</td>
<td>18 yrs &amp; above</td>
<td>14 liters</td>
<td>200 cigarettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quebec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANADA Others</td>
<td>19 yrs &amp; above</td>
<td>14 liters</td>
<td>200 cigarettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHINA PRC, HK &amp;</td>
<td>1 bottle</td>
<td>200 cigarettes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macau Residents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHINA Overseas</td>
<td>1 bottle</td>
<td>200 cigarettes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residents &amp; Visitors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HONG KONG</td>
<td>18 yrs &amp; above</td>
<td>1 liter</td>
<td>19 cigarettes or 25 grams of tobacco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDONESIA</td>
<td>21 yrs &amp; above</td>
<td>1 liter</td>
<td>200 cigarettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAPAN</td>
<td>20 yrs &amp; above</td>
<td>3 Bottles (750ml each)</td>
<td>400 cigarettes (non-residents)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACAU</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 liter</td>
<td>19 Cigarettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIDDLE EAST</td>
<td>Strictly Prohibited</td>
<td>400 cigarettes or 100 cigars or 500 grams of tobacco</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abu Dhabi/Dubai/Doha/Riyadh/Jeddah/Dammam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW ZEALAND</td>
<td>17 yrs &amp; above</td>
<td>3 Bottles (1,25 liters each)</td>
<td>50 cigarettes or 50 grams of tobacco or 50 cigars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILIPPINES</td>
<td>18 yrs &amp; above</td>
<td>2 liters</td>
<td>400 cigarettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINGAPORE</td>
<td>18 yrs &amp; above</td>
<td>1 bottle (1 liter)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH KOREA</td>
<td>19 yrs &amp; above</td>
<td>1 liter</td>
<td>200 cigarettes (20 yrs &amp; above)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAIWAN</td>
<td>20 yrs &amp; above</td>
<td>1 liter</td>
<td>200 cigarettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THAILAND</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 liter</td>
<td>200 cigarettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 liter spirits or strong liquor (over 22%) or 2 liters fortified wine, sparkling wine or alcoholic drinks (under 22%) or a combination of these to make up full allowance AND 16 liters beer AND 4 liters still wine</td>
<td>200 cigarettes or 50 cigars or 250 grams tobacco or a combination of these allowances to make up full allowance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
<td>21 yrs &amp; above</td>
<td>1 liter</td>
<td>200 cigarettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF AMERICA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIETNAM</td>
<td>17 yrs &amp; above</td>
<td>2 liters under 22% alcohol or 1.5 liters above 22%</td>
<td>400 cigarettes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A FRAGRANCE FROM COLOGNE, A GLOBAL BRAND

A unique brand with a great history

In 1792, a house in Cologne's Glockengasse became the home of company founder Wilhelm Muelhens — and the birthplace of 4711. Legend has it that Muelhens got the recipe for an 'aqua mirabilis' from a Carthusian monk, and shortly afterwards opened a perfume factory in the Glockengasse, from where he started selling his eau de cologne to the world.

When the French occupied the city in 1794, they gave each house a distinct number to make it easier for them to find their way around. To distinguish the Glockengasse aqua mirabilis from rival products, Muelhens used the memorable house number of 4711 for his 'eau de Cologne', as the French started calling this popular souvenir.

House of 4711 – the creation of scent

The iconic house in Cologne's Glockengasse continues to attract visitors from around the world. Many come to see the sights of the area, such as the historic glockenspiel that gives the Glockengasse its name. Chiming on every hour, it plays tunes such as La Marseillaise, the German folk song Der Treue Husar and a third piece that changes with the season.
Shop while you fly and get a free powerbank

PNB Cards

Experience and shop at least $50 at the PAL Sky Boutique Duty Free and receive a FREE Powerbank when you use your PNB-PAL Mabuhay Miles Mastercard.